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straight or steady. Another lurch and we should have gone head
over heels into the field below, such a roly poly, broken bones if
nothing worse and the doctor to pay. Happily there was one on
board. Then the tyre of the near face wheel almost came off, and
had to be inadequately tinkered on again.
Captain Parker came outside with me. We were consulting
his map and looking at the country. A sudden shout from the
bowels of the omnibus,' "Wo-way-halt hold hard/ 'What's the row?*
called Capt. Parker from the top of the omnibus, craning down to
see what was the matter inside. 'The sherry's flying all about/ was
the reply. 'Miss Lewis has upset every drop of hers/ A roar of
inextinguishable laughter, sherry all round, and 'Proceed, Edward*.
The horses were driven into a pond in order to drink and cool
their heels and tighten the tyres of the omnibus wheels. (What
a beautifully accidental couplet.) Then we came to Zennor, the
strange old tower in the granite wilderness in a hollow of the wild
hillside, a corner and end of the world, desolate, solitary, bare,
dreary, the cluster of white and grey houses round the massive old
granite Church tower, a sort of place that might have been quite lately
discovered and where 'fragments of forgotten peoples might dwell*.
'None of your larks, said Capt. Parker occasionally and reprovingly
to the people inside. But he was the most larky of the party.
We were encouraged to hold on tight to the roof of the omnibus
by the intelligence that a Captain had fallen from the box seat of
this very omnibus a few weeks ago and had been killed.
At last we got to the Gurnards Head Hotel, the gentlemen
walking across some fields while the kdies drove swiftly round.
Then the scrimmage of unpacking the hampers and everybody of
course in everybody's else way. A capital dinner indoors, the
Tullirnaar '''dukes delicious and I actually ate and liked a slice of
melon and like Oliver Twist asked for 'more'. Memorable day.
How do all the ghosts of those-rejected melons now rise up and
accuse me.
Dinner over and another scrimmage of repacking got through.
We all streamed out down to the Head.
Oh that sunny happy evening gathering ferns among the ClifB.
Asplenium Marinum, with its bright glossy green leaves, hiding
itself so provokingly in the narrowest crevices of the rocks. I wan*
dered round the cliffs to the broken rocks at the furthest point of the

